
Regression Lab ExercisesRegression Lab ExercisesRegression Lab ExercisesRegression Lab Exercises



CrosstabsCrosstabsCrosstabsCrosstabs

�� Good to give a general pictureGood to give a general picture�� Good to give a general pictureGood to give a general picture

�� Good to compare dependent varialbes Good to compare dependent varialbes �� Good to compare dependent varialbes Good to compare dependent varialbes 
between groups (countries, sex)between groups (countries, sex)

Can visually see connection between Can visually see connection between �� Can visually see connection between Can visually see connection between 
depedent and independent variablsdepedent and independent variablsdepedent and independent variablsdepedent and independent variabls



Crosstab to Compare Countries Crosstab to Compare Countries Crosstab to Compare Countries Crosstab to Compare Countries 



Choose the variables (country and Choose the variables (country and Choose the variables (country and Choose the variables (country and 
dependent variable)dependent variable)dependent variable)dependent variable)



Click ”Cells...” then click percentagesClick ”Cells...” then click percentagesClick ”Cells...” then click percentagesClick ”Cells...” then click percentages



Then click ”continue” then ”OK”Then click ”continue” then ”OK”Then click ”continue” then ”OK”Then click ”continue” then ”OK”



How to read the crosstabHow to read the crosstabHow to read the crosstabHow to read the crosstab

�� In the columns we have the countriesIn the columns we have the countries�� In the columns we have the countriesIn the columns we have the countries

�� In the rows we have the numbers and percentages of In the rows we have the numbers and percentages of 
people giving a certain response to the question of people giving a certain response to the question of people giving a certain response to the question of people giving a certain response to the question of 
whether they think the government should regulate whether they think the government should regulate 
industry less.industry less.

In the first row we see that 28 people or 2.5% of Czechs In the first row we see that 28 people or 2.5% of Czechs �� In the first row we see that 28 people or 2.5% of Czechs In the first row we see that 28 people or 2.5% of Czechs 
were strongly against less government regulation, while were strongly against less government regulation, while 
123 or 11% of the Danes were strongly against.123 or 11% of the Danes were strongly against.123 or 11% of the Danes were strongly against.123 or 11% of the Danes were strongly against.

�� In the second row we see that 114 Czechs or 10% were In the second row we see that 114 Czechs or 10% were 
against less government regulation, while 148 Danes or against less government regulation, while 148 Danes or against less government regulation, while 148 Danes or against less government regulation, while 148 Danes or 
22.1% were against less government regulation.22.1% were against less government regulation.



Making  your own tableMaking  your own tableMaking  your own tableMaking  your own table

�� You must decide what you are measuringYou must decide what you are measuring
For this example it is ”degree of market liberalism” which is why we For this example it is ”degree of market liberalism” which is why we �� For this example it is ”degree of market liberalism” which is why we For this example it is ”degree of market liberalism” which is why we 
recoded to make 5 = strongly agree, rather than 1 = strongly agree recoded to make 5 = strongly agree, rather than 1 = strongly agree 
as it originally was codedas it originally was codedas it originally was codedas it originally was coded

�� If we were measuring degree of support for social democratic If we were measuring degree of support for social democratic 
policies, we would have kept the original coding for this question, policies, we would have kept the original coding for this question, 
but changed it for the other questions that gave the lowest score but changed it for the other questions that gave the lowest score 
(1) for supporting state policies(1) for supporting state policies
but changed it for the other questions that gave the lowest score but changed it for the other questions that gave the lowest score 
(1) for supporting state policies(1) for supporting state policies

�� Calculate the % in favor or strongly in favor of LESSREG for 2 Calculate the % in favor or strongly in favor of LESSREG for 2 
countries and make a table in Wordcountries and make a table in Wordcountries and make a table in Wordcountries and make a table in Word

�� These are the These are the lastlast two responses. The first two that we already two responses. The first two that we already 
discussed measured the % against or strongly against, that is it discussed measured the % against or strongly against, that is it 
measured measured OPPOSITIONOPPOSITION to market liberalism, while the table we to market liberalism, while the table we measured measured OPPOSITIONOPPOSITION to market liberalism, while the table we to market liberalism, while the table we 
will make now will show will make now will show SUPPORTSUPPORT for market liberalism.for market liberalism.



This is what the table would look likeThis is what the table would look likeThis is what the table would look likeThis is what the table would look like



Your Next StepYour Next StepYour Next StepYour Next Step

�� Choose 5 questions that measure the Choose 5 questions that measure the 
issue you are interested inissue you are interested inissue you are interested inissue you are interested in

�� In the last session you recoded questions In the last session you recoded questions �� In the last session you recoded questions In the last session you recoded questions 
so that they are all in the same directionso that they are all in the same direction

So use these questions againSo use these questions again�� So use these questions againSo use these questions again

�� It could be anything, like support for It could be anything, like support for �� It could be anything, like support for It could be anything, like support for 
welfare, tolerance toward immigrants, etc.welfare, tolerance toward immigrants, etc.welfare, tolerance toward immigrants, etc.welfare, tolerance toward immigrants, etc.

�� Make a table based on combining these 5 Make a table based on combining these 5 
crosstabscrosstabscrosstabscrosstabs



Crosstab showing dependent and Crosstab showing dependent and Crosstab showing dependent and Crosstab showing dependent and 
independent variablesindependent variablesindependent variablesindependent variables

�� Now we will go back to one question, like Now we will go back to one question, like �� Now we will go back to one question, like Now we will go back to one question, like 
LESSREGLESSREG

We will see if women are more or less We will see if women are more or less �� We will see if women are more or less We will see if women are more or less 
market liberal than men in the Czech market liberal than men in the Czech market liberal than men in the Czech market liberal than men in the Czech 
RepublicRepublic

�� We must first add the Czech filter, so we We must first add the Czech filter, so we �� We must first add the Czech filter, so we We must first add the Czech filter, so we 
only get answers for the Czech Republiconly get answers for the Czech Republic

�� Then we replace the variable for countries Then we replace the variable for countries 
with the variable for genderwith the variable for genderwith the variable for genderwith the variable for gender



First the filterFirst the filterFirst the filterFirst the filter



We no longer have to use the ”if” function, because we We no longer have to use the ”if” function, because we 
have already created the Czech filter from it, so instead we have already created the Czech filter from it, so instead we have already created the Czech filter from it, so instead we have already created the Czech filter from it, so instead we 
choose the Czech filter from the ”selected cases” and move choose the Czech filter from the ”selected cases” and move 

it over to ”Use filter variable” then press OKit over to ”Use filter variable” then press OKit over to ”Use filter variable” then press OKit over to ”Use filter variable” then press OK



Go back now to the crosstabGo back now to the crosstabGo back now to the crosstabGo back now to the crosstab



Replace ”country” with ”sex” and click OKReplace ”country” with ”sex” and click OK



This is what the result looks likeThis is what the result looks likeThis is what the result looks likeThis is what the result looks like



Make your own table for the questions measuring your Make your own table for the questions measuring your 
topic. We see men are more market liberal than women, topic. We see men are more market liberal than women, topic. We see men are more market liberal than women, topic. We see men are more market liberal than women, 
but the difference is small. That question is whether the but the difference is small. That question is whether the 

difference is big enough to be more than a random difference is big enough to be more than a random difference is big enough to be more than a random difference is big enough to be more than a random 
difference.difference.



Now we will do a bivariate regression with the Now we will do a bivariate regression with the 
same two variablessame two variablessame two variablessame two variables



Choose the depedent variable and choose ”sex” as Choose the depedent variable and choose ”sex” as Choose the depedent variable and choose ”sex” as Choose the depedent variable and choose ”sex” as 
the independent variablethe independent variable



The Model summary:The Model summary:The Model summary:The Model summary:
RR--square is very low. The model only explains square is very low. The model only explains 

0.2% of the total variance in LESSREG0.2% of the total variance in LESSREG0.2% of the total variance in LESSREG0.2% of the total variance in LESSREG

Model SummaryModel Summary

Adjusted Std. Error of

.046a .002 .001 1.00205

Model

1

R R Square

Adjusted

R Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

.046a .002 .001 1.002051

Predictors: (Constant), R: Sexa. 



Df total shows that there were 1134 cases, which Df total shows that there were 1134 cases, which 
shows you that your country filter is working, shows you that your country filter is working, shows you that your country filter is working, shows you that your country filter is working, 

otherwise it would have been around 44,000. Sig. otherwise it would have been around 44,000. Sig. 
= .120 means the model is only significant at the = .120 means the model is only significant at the = .120 means the model is only significant at the = .120 means the model is only significant at the 
12% level which is much higher than the 5% level 12% level which is much higher than the 5% level 

that is normally acceptablethat is normally acceptablethat is normally acceptablethat is normally acceptable

ANOVAb

Sum of

2.433 1 2.433 2.423 .120a

1137.642 1133 1.004

Regression

Residual

Model

1

Sum of

Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1137.642 1133 1.004

1140.076 1134

Residual

Total

Predictors: (Constant), R: Sexa. Predictors: (Constant), R: Sexa. 

Dependent Variable: LESSREGb. 



Here we see there is a negative correlation between being a woman Here we see there is a negative correlation between being a woman 
and supporting less regulation (B= and supporting less regulation (B= --..094094), but the correlation is very ), but the correlation is very 

small and is only small and is only --..046 046 on a scale on a scale ׀׀of of 00--11׀׀ (the standardized coefficient. (the standardized coefficient. 
and supporting less regulation (B= and supporting less regulation (B= --..094094), but the correlation is very ), but the correlation is very 

small and is only small and is only --..046 046 on a scale on a scale ׀׀of of 00--11׀׀ (the standardized coefficient. (the standardized coefficient. 
Furthermore, t <Furthermore, t < 9696..11׀׀ ׀׀ and is only significant at the and is only significant at the 1212% level. The t% level. The t--
significance for this variable (SEX) and the significance for the entire significance for this variable (SEX) and the significance for the entire significance for this variable (SEX) and the significance for the entire significance for this variable (SEX) and the significance for the entire 
model is the same, since we only have one independent variable.model is the same, since we only have one independent variable.

CoefficientsaCoefficientsa

Unstandardized

Coefficients

Standardized

Coefficients

3.820 .099 38.448 .000

-.094 .060 -.046 -1.557 .120

(Constant)

R: Sex

Model

1

B Std. Error

Coefficients

Beta

Coefficients

t Sig.

-.094 .060 -.046 -1.557 .120R: Sex

Dependent Variable: LESSREGa. 



Your Next Step at This LabYour Next Step at This LabYour Next Step at This LabYour Next Step at This Lab
�� Now choose the questions that you have for measuring Now choose the questions that you have for measuring 

the attitude you chose.the attitude you chose.
They should be at least 5 questions.They should be at least 5 questions.�� They should be at least 5 questions.They should be at least 5 questions.

�� Choose any independent variable, such as SEX, or Choose any independent variable, such as SEX, or 
INCOME, EDUCATION or AGEINCOME, EDUCATION or AGEINCOME, EDUCATION or AGEINCOME, EDUCATION or AGE

�� Run bivariate regressions on each of the questions using Run bivariate regressions on each of the questions using 
the same independent variable and think about why the same independent variable and think about why the same independent variable and think about why the same independent variable and think about why 
some might have been significant or not.some might have been significant or not.

�� Today choose only one independent variable, so you can Today choose only one independent variable, so you can 
see whether this variable is significant for some see whether this variable is significant for some 
Today choose only one independent variable, so you can Today choose only one independent variable, so you can 
see whether this variable is significant for some see whether this variable is significant for some 
questions but not for others. questions but not for others. 

�� When discussing multivariate regressions we will When discussing multivariate regressions we will �� When discussing multivariate regressions we will When discussing multivariate regressions we will 
compare the importance of different indepedent compare the importance of different indepedent 
variables and start to comtemplate whether, for example variables and start to comtemplate whether, for example 
gender can explain attitudes better or worse than gender can explain attitudes better or worse than 
variables and start to comtemplate whether, for example variables and start to comtemplate whether, for example 
gender can explain attitudes better or worse than gender can explain attitudes better or worse than 
income, age or education. income, age or education. 


